Safety Instructions（Make sure to follow these instructions）
Caution

LIFTIO

Indicates that improper handling may cause injury or property damage.

■Warning label explanation
Caution
●

【Adjustable tabletop height type】

●

Instructions for Use

•Do not stand or sit on the surface of the tabletop.
•Do not adjust the height of the tabletop with items still places on it.
•Do not move the product by dragging it.

The aforementioned warning label is attached to this product in
order to help prevent danger or harm to the life, body, and property
of the product’
s user, so please abide by the warning items.
Do not tear, damage, erase the text of, or remove the warning label.

Caution
Thank you for purchasing Okamura“Liftio”product.

Avoid handling the product roughly
or using it for applications other than
those specified.

This guidebook will enable to properly use the“Liftio”product.
Thoroughly read this guidebook and fully understand its content
before using the product. Also, we recommend having this handbook

●

nearby whenever using the product.
●

Do not use this product as a platform to
stand on. This could cause it to overturn
and lead to injuries.

Do not put your fingers or hands into
the spaces or moving parts of the
product. This could lead to injuries.

●

If the product has
become unsteady
due to loosening of
the bolts or screws,
retighten them.

●

●

The main unit must be moved by being
carried by at least 2 people.

●

Please remove the wiring or the like.

●

Do not use if the bolts or screws are
loose. Doing so could cause the product to
collapse and lead to injuries.

●

Restructuring by the customer could lead to
product malfunction. Also, our company is
not responsible for any problems arising from
such actions by the customer.

●

If restructuring is necessary, contact our
company's sales liaison in advance.

Loading part

Maxiumum loading mass

Tabletop

100kg (even distribution of mass)

※ Even distribution of mass refers to;

Take heed of the following items
when moving or storing the table due
to layout alterations and the like.
Do not move the product with items still
placed on the tabletop.

Disassembly or repairs by customers can
be very dangerous, so instead contact our
company's sales liaison.

Do not place any items onto the table
that exceed its maximum loading mass.

Do not use the product if any parts are
separated from it.

●

●

Do not attempt to restructure the product.

Take heed of the following items in
order to prevent damage or collapsing
of the product.
Do not lean against or sit
on the table.

When manipulating the adjuster, have a
group of at least 2 people firmly support
the product so that hands or feet are not
pinched by it.

Do not disassemble or repair the product.

Gently place items onto the tabletop when
doing so.

●

●

The equal division of the weight of objects
placed onto the tabletop. Disproportionate
distribution of weight onto part of the surface
will upset its balance and could cause it to
collapse or fall over.
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Installation Instructions

Operation guide

We are not responsible for any malfunction resulted from failure to observe the
following precautions.
Avoid placing the product where it will be
directly exposed to heat or moving air such
as by stoves, air conditioners, or the like as
this could result in warping or color changes.

Use the product indoors.
●

Do not use outdoors or places with water, as
exposure to moisture could result in problems
such as warping or the growth of mold.

Avoid keeping the product in direct sunlight
as this could result in warping or fading of
colors due to exposure to the sun.
●

■Using the adjuster
Table height can be adjusted by a range
of 0〜12mm by turning the adjuster of
the leg tip.
Use this adjuster to maintain the level
surface of the product when installing.

Install the product so that its level surface
is maintained.

Always use curtains, blinds, or the like to
protect the product from direct sunlight
when installing it next to windows or the like.

Avoid placing the product in places exposed
to high temperatures, humidity, or exceptional
dryness as this can result in warping, color
changes, or the growth of mold.

●

Maintain the level surface of the main unit
when installing the product. If the product is
installed without its level surface maintained,
the main unit may become skewed, resulting in
malfunction of moving parts.

●

Use the adjuster to adjust the surface so that
it is level with the floor surface.

Appropriate ventilation measures
●

Many chemical substances will be released by the product when it is first purchased. Sufficiently
ventilate or expose the product to moving air for some time after purchasing it.

●

Do not completely close windows when using the product in rooms with conspicuously high temperatures/
humidity (the benchmarks for these are temperatures in excess of 28°
C and relative humidity in excess of 50%).

Caution

The adjustment operation must be
conducted by at least 2 people in
order to prevent hands, fingers, or
the like from getting pinched.

■Tabletop height adjustment lever

■ Low type

Tabletop

Caution

Adjust the height of the tabletop
using both your hands, not one. Also,
adjusting the height with excessive
force could damage the product.

The optical mouse operates based on changes to light reflectivity. Its operations
may become unstable if directly used on the tabletop, so use the mouse pad.
［Surfaces that may cause unstable operation］
●

Cable guard
（optional）

Legs

Tabletop height
adjustment lever
Cable guard（optional）

Adjuster

Adjuster
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Glass or plastic surfaces, lustrous
surfaces such as those with a mirror
finish, or other surfaces that reflect light.

●

Stripe designs or patterns with clearly
defined light and dark areas.

●

Surfaces with continuous consistent
patterns, such as surfaces printed with dots.

●

Surfaces with special forms of processing,
such as 3D or holographic.

Legs
Tabletop height
adjustment lever

Tabletop

■Mouse utilization precautions

Wiring unit tabletop
（optional）
Tabletop

Tabletop
lowers

Tabletop height
adjustment lever

The high type tabletop height can be
adjusted by a range of 800〜1100mm,
and the low type by a range of 700〜
1000mm, by lifting the tabletop height
adjustment lever located in the center
rear surface of the tabletop.

Names of Parts
■ High type

Tabletop
rises

mouse pad

■About wiring
Refer to the included instruction manual for cable guard and wiring unit manual.
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Instructions to Extend the Life of Product
We are not responsible for any malfunction resulted from failure to observe the
following precautions.

Instructions for Use and Maintenance
●

●

●

If the product has become unsteady due
to loosening of the bolts or screws during
use, retighten them immediately.

●

●

Do not use knives or other sharp items
directly on the surface of the tabletop.
This could lead to injuries or damage to
the product.

Do not use in places exposed to vapors.
This could cause rusting.
If water has spilled onto the surface,
wipe it away with a dry, soft cloth.

●

If you have spilled tea, coffee, detergent,
chemicals, or the like onto the product,
wipe them away immediately.

●

This instruction manual is very important,
so store it in an easily accessible location.

●

Frequent maintenance of the product
during its use is the key to making it at
last a long time. Immediately request
inspections and repairs (fee required)
from our company when the warranty
period has expired.

Do not directly place hot items onto the
product. This may leave white markings
on the surface.

Materials
Part
Tabletop

Legs

Main materials

Surface materials

Decorative melamine laminate

Core materials

Particleboard, paper, lauan

Edging materials

Olefin type elastomer

Props

Aluminum

Supporting base / upper arm

Aluminum

Main unit

Aluminum 〉AL〈

Adjuster

PA6

Connecting conduit

Steel

※ 〉○○〈 indicates the materials of the parts. This information is useful when recycling.
※ Please understand that product specifications might change without prior notification when
improvements are made to the product.

Care
Regular care.

Care when the product is very dirty.

●

For regular care wipe the chair with a soft,
dry cloth.

●

Use commercial cleaners and the like after
confirming that there has been no discoloration
or the like to its inconspicuous parts.

●

Care precautions.

Dampen a soft cloth with a diluted (1〜3%)
neutral detergent solution, thoroughly wring
out the cloth, and then wipe away the dirt.
Afterwards, dry-wipe the product with a dry,
soft cloth so that no detergent is left behind.

Product code label
This product is affixed with a product code label inscribed with the product code and the like.
Check the contents of the label when making inquiries or reordering the same kind of product.

Product
Dimensions
Model Code
Lot No.

○○○○
○○○ ○○○
○○○○ ○○○
○○○○○○
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